Parking Rules for the Facilities Complex

Parking rules inside the complex are enforced by Parking and Transportation Services at all times.

Parking inside the Facilities Complex is restricted to only the following groups on weekdays from 7:30 am to 3:30 pm:

- University vehicles (does not include personal vehicles with U permits);
- Contractors with “U” permits;
- Visitors with a visitor pass;
- CPFM staff based elsewhere (such as PRC, Utilities, designated Facilities Maintenance personnel, Campus Planning) who have been granted dashboard permits by a director in order to attend meetings at the Facilities Complex;
- Staff members with current state and University Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) parking permits in authorized ADA parking spaces; non-ADA parking spaces are authorized when designated spaces are filled.
- Motorcycles with a university "motorcycle" permit—not in vehicle spaces.

Parking in front of shops and Central Stores, including in designated yellow loading zones, is restricted to Facilities Complex shop vehicles, shop-assigned contractors with “U” permits, and vendors making deliveries.

Campus parking regulations apply in the complex, including no parking along yellow or red curbs, and parking in designated spaces only.

Two upcoming projects for the complex will designate fire lanes and redefine ADA parking. Additional guidance will be published for these projects, as required.

Parking in the front visitor lot remains unchanged, with parking allowed with visitor permit from 7:30 a.m. to 5:45 pm weekdays. “A” and “F” permit parking is allowed from 4:00 pm to 5:45 pm weekdays.

Employees Working After Business Hours

Employees who work an evening shift or work into the evening after their normal day shift have the following options for parking locations:

- Complex – parking inside the complex is authorized for “A,” “AN” (A-night), and “F98” permit holders after 3:30 pm weekdays and all hours on weekends.
- F98 lot – parking is authorized for “O” and “F98” permit holders at all times and any “A” or “F” permit holder after 5:45 pm weekdays and all hours on weekends. One row of “F98” slots is designated for “F98” permit “at all times.”
  - Lot 106 – parking is authorized for “A” permit holders between 7:30 am and 5:45 pm weekdays and “AN” permit holders after 2:30 pm weekdays; no permit is required after 5:45 pm weekdays or on weekends.
  - Lot 111 – parking is authorized for any university permit between 7:30 am and 5:45 pm weekdays; no permit is required after 5:45 pm weekdays or on weekends.
NOTE: Employees on evening shifts and employees working after-hours and weekends must have a permit to park within the complex.

There are two options for the “AN” permit:
- **Option #1** is a $30 annual permit for surface parking in any campus “A” lot after 2:30 pm and “F11” and “F16” lots after 4:00 pm.
- **Option #2** is a $60 annual permit for surface and garage parking, which includes Option 1 plus garage parking from 2:30 pm to 4:00 am on weekdays and all hours on weekends (excluding game days and designated events).

These options are defined by Parking and Transportation Services (PTS) and are subject to change. **Always check with PTS for the most current information.**